1. Apply Launcher Felt. Remove ULTRAREST™ Mounting Block Cover by pushing Mounting Bolt. Fasten the ULTRAREST™ to your bow riser using a 3/16 Allen Wrench, Mounting Bolt, and Washer. See (Fig.7) Level with bow shelf and Tighten.

2. Attach the Cable Clamp to the downward traveling buss cable. Use the #6-32x3/8 Panhead Phillips Head Screw, and the #6-32 nut. Engage Screw just one turn. (Fig.12)

3. Thread the Timing Cord through the remaining hole in the Cable Clamp from top to bottom. (Do not tighten yet.)

4. Slide the Timing Cord and Cable Clamp down the buss cable At Least 3 inches Below the Rest. Put enough tension on the Cord to hold the Launcher in the Full Draw Position (90°). (Fig.9) Tighten the Clamp enough to hold the Launcher in the Full Draw Position (90°) but loose enough that the Clamp can slide up and down the buss cable. DO NOT FULLY TIGHTEN!

5. The Cable Clamp MUST be able to slide in this step. With the cord holding the Launcher in the Full Draw Position (90°), draw the bow. As the buss cable moves down, the cable clamp will self-adjust to the correct location. Slowly let down bow, then tighten the Cable Clamp Screw. Tune the rest. Make sure the launcher still comes up to the 90° position. (Fig.9)

6. To ensure proper timing when the bow is drawn, the launcher should move from the capture position to the full draw position (fig.9) within the last inch of the draw cycle. Excessive Timing Cord tension may cause undesirable results. Repeat steps 4-6 if any additional Vertical, Horizontal, or Mounting Block adjustments are made.

---

WARNING!

You must read and follow all safety warnings and instructions provided with this product before use. Failure to read and follow all warnings could cause serious injury or death.

- Ensure the arrow rest is right handed or left handed based on your bow and is correctly positioned and mounting hardware is fully tightened.
- The arrow rest should be positioned on your bow so that your arrow fletchings completely clear the bow riser when the bow is shot.
- Consult your bow manufacturer’s instructions for the proper and required safe center shot operating position of the arrow rest for your bow.
- The arrow must not be supported in such a way that any part of the arrow will come in contact with the bow, other bow accessories, or your hand during draw or release of the arrow.
- Before shooting, ensure your arrow is the correct length and correctly positioned on the arrow rest.
- QAD recommends that a Genuine QAD dealer install and inspect your arrow rest prior to use.

Models shown in images may be different than model purchased.
**Loading Arrow:** Using Lever, rotate Launcher to Arrow Capture Position while nocking your arrow. (Fig.8)

**Manual Release:** To reach Drop Away Position without firing your bow, rotate Launcher to Full Draw Position (90°) by pushing forward on the Lever, continue pushing forward and slide your thumb off the Thumb Lever. (Fig.9)

---

**ULTRAREST MXT™** features 16 clicks per revolution of the Adjustment Knob. A single click equals .00195” of adjustment. 1 full revolution corresponds to an adjustment of 1/32 of an inch.

---

**Vertical Adjustment**

Loosen the Vertical Lock Screw using the 3/32 Allen Wrench. (Fig. 10) Rotate the top knob clockwise to move the Launcher down and counter-clockwise to move Launcher up. Tighten Lock Screw. (Do not overtighten)

For additional height adjustment, use the included TL1 & LW1 Launchers. (Use LW1 if launcher is slapping shelf.)

---

**Horizontal Adjustment**

Loosen the Horizontal Lock Screw using the 3/32 Allen Wrench. (Fig. 11) Rotate the side knob clockwise to move the Launcher left and counter-clockwise to move Launcher right. Tighten Lock Screw. (Do not overtighten) For an additional 3/16” of adjustment, remove launcher and slide to corresponding holes in the shaft.

**Timing Cord Lock Screw:**

Once the Timing Cord is clamped or served into the buss cable, you can make additional adjustments to the cord via the Lock Screw on the bottom of the Thumbwheel. Simply loosen the screw, pull cord to desired tension. Tighten screw.

---

**Visit your local dealer for professional installation and arrow tuning.**

---

Good hunting and enjoy God’s creation.
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